Student Guide:
Taking a Test or Quiz in Blackboard
Tests and quizzes typically become available based on a schedule set by the instructor. Instructors may
also choose the way the questions are delivered as well as the amount of time allowed to answer all
questions. If a test is timed (for example 20 minutes) a timer begins counting down as soon as you click
the Begin button. The timer continues counting down even if you close out of the test, meaning that if
you leave the test and come back after the time has expired, you will not be able to answer any
additional questions. For this reason, be sure that you are prepared and that you will have an adequate
amount of uninterrupted time to finish a test once you begin.

BEGINNING A TEST OR QUIZ:
When you are ready to start your test or quiz, click on its title.

You will be taken to a screen that lists the information and instructions for the test. Be sure to review
these instructions carefully prior to beginning the test. When you are ready, click the Begin button.
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Your test will appear on the screen. Depending on your instructor’s settings, the questions will either be
delivered one at a time or all at once. If the test is timed, a “Remaining Time” indicator will also display.
After an answer is selected it should automatically save the answer after a few seconds. To be sure,
however, it is good practice to always click the “Save Answer” button for each question that you have
answered.

When all questions have been answered and saved, you can click the “Save and Submit” button to bring
up the confirmation page.
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The confirmation page will notify you whether your test was submitted successfully and give you
additional information about your submission. After reviewing your test statistics, click OK in the
bottom right corner to move to the review section of the test if available.

** Note: The information provided for the review is controlled by your instructor. You may not be able
to see feedback for your test immediately after it is submitted.

ONLINE@SUNYBROOME
Please visit the Student Resources area of the Online@SUNYBroome website for additional information
pertaining to online, blended, remote, and web-supplemented courses that use the Blackboard Learning
Management System at SUNY Broome. (http://www3.sunybroome.edu/online/students/)
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